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The first International Chamber of Commerce (ICC) Mediation Competition Hong Kong was held in Hong Kong during 12-15 October 2018. Sixteen teams from universities in Hong Kong and the Asia Pacific Region, including countries along the Belt & Road, participated in the competition. Our CityU team (one coach and four students) beat Singapore National University in the Finals and won the First Prize.

The winning team will be funded by ICC-Hong Kong to compete in the ICC Mediation Competition in Paris during 7-13 February 2019. The ICC Mediation Competition is widely recognized as one of the world’s leading mediation competition for university students bringing many teams together in February each year to the International Chamber of Commerce (“ICC”) in Paris.

Composition of the Team

Coach: Vod K S CHAN

Students: 1) CHAN Jeffrey Cheuk-fai (JD)  
2) CHOI Chung Jing Juno (LLB)  
3) LAM Oliver Hiu Fung (JD)  
4) LAU Matthew Chu Ming (JD)